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Women are the main targets of the offenders in sexual crimes. One of the new developments in the field of victimology is the Forensic Victimology. By different techniques, Forensic Victimology is to prompt the quick and accurate criminal proceeding and issuing fair sentences. In this regard, this study of women's lifestyle determines that women's lifestyle can be effective in increasing their sexual victimization. Through the preparation of criminal profiles, the status and characteristics of perpetrators and woman victims of sexual crimes can be decoded. Also, by measuring the factors affecting women's sexual victimization, it is possible to etiology and then prevent the sexual crimes. With legal nursing, the reasons for committing a crime are collected professionally. Identifying complaints and perverse reasons and activating the victims in providing evidence in the research process can increase the speed and accuracy of criminal proceedings. Also, recording the statements and experiences of victimized women and their families affected by victimhood can help to detect crime and issue fair sentences and thus reduce judicial mistakes.
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